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Physics

These practicals are all about finding out how much a substance will heat up when energy is supplied to it.
After all, speciflc heat capacity is the energy needed to warm up 1 kg of something by I 'C.

A student is doing an exp'eriment to flnd the specific heat capacity of a2kgblock of metal.

He places a thermometer and a heater into two holes in the metal, as shown by the set-up below
When the experiment starts, he will turn on the power supply connected to the heater, and then

record the energy transferred and the temperature reading on the thermometer every minute

for 10 minutes.

Name one piece of apparatus that the student requires

for this experiment that is not shown in the set-up above.
a)

power supply block of

tll
b) Explain why it is safer for the student to insert the heater into

the block before switching on the power supply, and not after.

tll
c) The student uses a 12 V power supply. The current through the heater is 7.0 A.

Calculate the power supplied to the heater. Give the unit in your answer.

Unit:
rsl

Turn orrer )
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d) Draw a iine of best fit Jn the graph :
and use it to calculate the speciflc heat

capacity of .the material.

specific heat capacity: -r"+rdffi
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10 20 30 40

Energy transferred (kJ)

50

e) Give the temperature reading for the anomalous result.

The table below shows the specific heat capacities for four different metals.

Metal Specific heat capacity (J/kg"C)

A t29

B 239

C 492

D 900

f) Based on your answer to part d), suggest which metal the block in the experiment was made from.

tll
g) The oxperimental value of the specific heat capacity differs from the true value. Suggest one

way the student could change the experiment to reduce this,difference. Explain your answer.

"C
tll

t2l

The students plots his results, as shorvn on the graph below.
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2 A student is trying to find the specific heat capacily of a liquid.

a) Describe a method that #ould allow the btudent to measure out 300 g of the liquid into a flask.

I
I

oJ
-Or

=

t2l

The student places the flask of liquid onto a hot plate,
as shown on the right. They insert a thermometer,
held in place by a clamp stand into the liquid and
record the initial temperature of the liquid. They then
switch on the hot plate. After 15 minutes, the student
records the final temperature of the liquid and the
energy transferred by the hot plate. The student uses

these values, as well as the mass of the liquid,
to calculate the specific heat capacity of the liquid.

hot plate

b) Which of the following could improve the accuracy of the student's results?

clamp
stand

liquid

Starting the experiment with the

liquid at a higher temperature.

Using a digital thermometer instead

of an analogue glass thermometer.

c) Explain your answer to b).

Setting the hot plate to
a lower temperafure.

Using alarger
mass of the liquid.

tr

tll

tll
d) Explain one other way that the student can improve their experiment.

tll

I tried telling a joke ahout metals - itwas rcally ironic...
Sometimes when you plol a graph of lemperalure againsl energy transferred,lhe beginning of the line

starts with a cuNe. lgnore this ?arl - just concentrate on lhe linear bi!. when inlerpreling lhe graph.
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Physics
Practical l: Specific lleat Gapacity
Pages 4149
1 a) E.g. a stopwatch lanammeter lavoltmetet [1 mark].

b) E.g. the heater will get hot very quickly, so inserting the

heater before switching on the power supply could help
prevent the student from burning hrmself [1 markJ.

c) P:IV:7.0x12:84W
[j marks for correct unstter, otherwise 1 markfor correcl
substitution, 1 mark.for correct numerical answer and
1 mark for correct unit.J

r] 1{} 2{i l0 4i} 50

Lnergy tl'ar slirrrrt (kJ)

[1 mark for fl straight line of best Jit druwn passing

through or close to most points.J
Gradient : (73 - 25) + (50 000 - 0) : 48 + 50 000

: 9.6 x 10-4 (accept 9 x 10-4 to 10 x 10-a)

speciric heat capacity: 
i f [fiT ;:,?t:T,,

: 520.83... : 520 Jlkg'C (to 2 s.f.)
(accept 500 to 560)

[j marks for correct answer, otherwise 1 mark fot
calculating grailient and. 1 markfor substituting gradient
into formula.l

e) 42"C [1 mark]
f) C [1 markJ
g) E.g. add insulation around the block / markl. Thts will

reduce the energy lost to the surroundings, making their
energy measurements more accurate, so their specific heat

capacity result should be closer to the true val:ue [1 mark].

d)

s
a6c
t

&
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2 a) E.g. put the empty flask on a mass balance and reset the

balance to zero [1 markJ. Pour the liquid into the flask
until the mass balance displays 300 g [1 markJ.

b) Using a digital thermometer instead of an analogue glass

thermometer [1 murkJ.

c) E.g. this could reduce/remove the random errors that

may occur due to the student having to determine the

temperature from the analogue scale (e.g. parallax errors)

[1 mark].
d) E.g. take lots of readings, such as once a minute for

15 minutes to improve accuracy. / Do several repeats of the

experiment and calculate a mean of the results to improve

accuracy. / Insulate the flask to reduce heat loss to the

surroundings. / Put a lid on the flask (with a hole for the

thermometer) to prevent liquid evaporathg away [1 mark].

Practical 2; Resistance
Pages 50-52
1 a) It will ensure that the wire can be kept straight and parallel

to the ruler throughout the experiment, which means the

length measurements will be more accurate [1 mark].
b) E.g.high currents will cause the wire to heat up, which

will affect its resistance and the results 1/ mark]. The
student can reduce the current flowing through the wire by

e.g. reducing the potential difference ofthe power supply /
adding a resistor to the ciruit [l narkJ.

c) R: V + I : 0.026 + 1.5 : 0.017333... : 0.017 Q (to 2 s.f.)
: 17 mf)

[3 marks for correct answer in mA, othetwise
1 markfor substitution into correct formula
and 1 mark for correct answer in dLJ

d) E.e.

9bu
o

s40
o
d,

20 30 40

Wire length (cm)

[1 markfor a 17 mQ point correctly plotted at 10 cm and
1 mark for suitable line of best fit, passing through or
close to all of the points.J
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